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Dipole.Sheet Muitipole Magnets for Accelerators

P, L. Walstrom
Grumman Space and Electronics Systems, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA 87545

Abstract--The dipole-sheet formalism can be u,_d to de_rlhe beam trajectory is straight (which is true for most of an NPB
both cylindrical current-sheet multlpole magnets and device), the fields are represented by generalized on-axis
cyllndrkal.bore magnets made up of permanent magnet blocks, gradienLsand their z derivatives. (In this paper, (r,O,z) and
For current sheets, the formalism provlde._ a natural way of
finding a finite set of turns that approximate a continuous (,o,¢,x), respectively, will denote field and source poinLs in
distribution. The formalt,_m ts especially u_ful In accelerator cylindrical coordinates). The generalized on-axis gradient is
applkations where large-bore, short, high-field-quality magnets defined as follows: First, the magnetic scalar l_)tential is
that are dominated by fringe fields are needed. A further written in the form
advantage of the approach is that in systems with either ()penor

cylindrically symmetric magnetic boundaries, analytical V(r,O,z)=Re_.m_leimOFm(r,z). (1)
expressions fi)r the three-dimensional fields that are suitable for
rapid numerical evaluation can be derived. This development Is
de_ribed in _)me detail, Al._), recent developments In higher- In (1), real Fm correspond to skew m-l_)les and imaginary Fm
order particle-beam optics codes ha_d on the fl_rmalism are lo normal m-poles, Also, axisymmetric (m=0) terms are
de.tibet briefly, explicitly excluded because they require special treatraent.

The ruth on-axis generalized gradient is then defined to he
I, INTRODUCTION

High-order optics codes based on realistic three- fro(z): lira m'Fm(r'z) (2)
dimensional field m(xlels have been developed at Los Alamos r_O r m

111 for the neutral-particle-beam (NPB) program. All of the The usual power-_ries form of the _alar potential is written
cases developed to date are in cylindrical coordinates, in terms of the f,,, and their z derivatives as follows:
although many of the ideas can be generalized to other
coordinate systems. The computed fields are 3-D solutions of
Laplace's equation to machine precision (although only g(xxt V(r, O,z) =

approximations to the fields of real magnets). This is a result eimOrmv_ (m, l)! (_r 2 d 2 ._n (3)
of representing the fields in terms of sources, rather than by Re E m=1 Z"n=O(n + m)! nt_ T _'_ fm(Z )"discrete data on grids, etc. The sources may surround the
volume occupied by the magnet, in which case the fields
everywhere outside the magnet are represented. In other (For the axisymmetric components, an analogous expression
cases, .sources may be placed on the surface of an arbitrary for the vector potential A¢can be written in terms of Bzon
volume that pasts through the bore. In this ca_, fields are axis). If the fm are derived analytically from sources, (3) is
represented only within the volume. In many cases of valid for r<rmin; for field points within the magnet bore,
interest in NPB (e.g., large-bore permanent magnet rmin=amin, where amin is the minimum a)urce radius. For

2 "_ I/2quadrupoles and cylindrical current.sheet magnets such as ix)ants axially outside the magnet bore, rmin=(a mln+Z"mm) ,
large-bore steering magnets and printed-circuit-type where Zmin is the axial distance to the nearest source.
correctors), the .sources are known a priori. When this is not However, if the f,,, are arbitrary functions of z used to fit data,
the case, effective murces can be found by fitting them to the
output of finite.element or finite-difference codes, or to (3) may have much poorer convergence properties and may
experimental data. not correctly represent fields off axis, especially near sottrces.

II. INPUT TO BEAM-OPTICS CODES III. THE CYLINDRICAL DIPOLE.SHEET FORMALISM

Particle-tracking codes require fast 3-D routines for Dipole-density distributions can be used to represent both real
computing the flux-density vector B, and .sometimes, various magnetic material and macroscopic currents 121. Volume
derivatives of the vector potential A, at arbitrary points within currents can be repre_nted by the curl of a fictitious volume
the beam envelope. It is important that the solutions be dipole distribution M. This formalism automatically gives

currents that are divergence-free; moreover, by use of a gauge
smoothly varying (differentiable to high order) and preferably transti)rmation, the number of components of M needed toexact .solutions of Laplace's equation. This rules out most
grid-interpolation _hemes. For map codes, when the central describe a volume current distribution can be reduced to two.

In this paper, only surface-current distributions will be
tliscus_d; only one component otM (the normal component)

Manuscript received September 20, lq93. Work supported and is needed to describe them. For developable surfaces,
funded by the US Department of Defense, Army Strategic Defense including cylinders, this component formally correslx_nds to
Command, under the auspices of the US Department of Energy. the stream function for currents. Streamlines of current



correspond to contours of constant _ designs of discrete The expression
windings are based on this fact 131. On the surface of a
cylinder, the components of thesurface currents are t9 imM¢,m o1

+ Mz,mu (9)
Mp'm o3t1 p c)x

j¢, = o_z -

1 c)_'(¢, z) (4) c,m be regarded as a dipt_le operator that operates on the__ elementary ring monopole-source potential (without the
Jz = p t9¢ ' factm p) to produce the ring dipole-source potential. This

concept applies not only to the open-boundary ,solution (6),
where p is the cylinder radius and _ the stream function. On but to source rings with arbitrary boundaries, provided that all
disks perpendicular to the z axis, the stream function materials in the problem are linear. The Legendre function in
corresponds to Mz ; currents in this plane contribute nothing (6) and (8) can be expressed as a rational function of the
to the integrated field strengths, but can be used to represent complete elliptic integrals E and K and their modulus k 171.
error fields from leads, etc., and may also be useful for The modulus k here is giwn by
higher-order corrections. Perm_ent magnet material may in
general require three dipole density componenLs for its k2_ 4pr .....
description. Permanent multipole magneLsfor accelerators (p + r)2 + (z' x)2 (10)

141,151usually have only /_ and ¢ components of M with
IMI=Mo,where M0 is a constant, and the distribution The on-axis generalized gradient for open boundaries is

obtained from (8) by first expressing Q as a hypergeometric
_ries, and then taking the limit defined by (2). The result isM= c5)

where /_ and_ are unit vectors in the radialand azimuthal fm (z) = (2,.+i (m_ !)!2m, 1)!!!aop_(Mp'm_'_-Mo'mT+Mz'm-_xaim 0 )

directions, respectively, For quadrupoles, m=2 in (5j. p,, (11)
Expressions with Mz are useful for analyzing the effect of m+_ '
unwanted z-oriente,I material in real magnets, and possibly [p2 + (z- x)2 ]
for some correcter elements, although again, z.oriented

material contributes nothing to the integrated field strengths. Current sheets on cylinders can be built up by supcrl_)sition

IV. OPEN-BOUNDARY FIELDS of terms of the form Iltm(¢,x) = Wr_(x)eim¢. Here, wm is
called a shape function. For current sheets on the z interval

In cylindrical coordinates, open-boundary solutmns to I-/,+/l, Mp,m is the only term in (I 1), and is replaced by
Laplace's equation can be constructed by superposition of Wm(x)dx; (I 1) is then integrated inx tts follows:
fields from sinusoidal ring sources. The .scalarpotential for a
ring of radius p, at axial coordinate x, with a sinusoidally f,n(z) =

varying linear magnetic charge densitya,nei"¢ , is _pll J']

(2m- i)!!/.top +t p" (12)
..............Iw,,(x) ax.

Vm(r,O,z)= '2'n+t(m- 1)[ -t [02 +(z- x) 2]

Forpermanentmultipole marinersof rectangularcross-_c_uon
in the r-z plane, with innc ,<tiusal, outer radius a2. and the

where Q,,.It2 is a Legendre function of the second kind 161. dipole-density distribution el (5), the expression forfro is
The analogous solutions for sinusoidally.varying linear
dipole densities are obtained by differentiation with respect to fro(z) =

the source coordinates. For the line dipole density (2m + I)!!_oMo +t at p"+2dp dx (13)

M=(Mp,.P+Mc_,._+Mz,mJ.)e i'', (7) 2m+l(m"'ii"! ......-t a_[p2+(,_x)2]'*3_ '

on a ringof radiusp at x, the magnetic_alar potential is For many functional forms of win(x), including piecewise-
continuous polynomials, the integrals of (12) needed for fro

= _ + Mr.,,
Vm(r, O,z) Re Mp,m tgp p _ integralsof (I3) for fro and its derivatives can also be dtme in

eim° I Q (r2 +_2 +(z_x)2 ) (8) closed form. Fastroutinesforevaluatingtheintegralsof(12),,-_ 2pr ' with a varietyof shape functions, and the double integrals in



(13) have been incorporated in the higher-order optics codes V. OTHER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
MARYLIE and TLIE [! ],

For particle tracking, one wants fast algorithms for The infinite-permeablility-iron approximation will be
computing B, and sometimcs A and certain of its derivatives, u_d here. If all iron components are axisymmctric, the only
This is complicated bv the fact that (8) is not easily integrated m values in the ,scalar potential will be those in the Fourier
over x in closed form, especially with shape functions inside decomposition of the sources. The simplest axisymmetric
the integral sign. For field points with radius r<1/2 train, boundary-value problem of interest to designers of
where rmin is the radius of convergence of (3), the most accelerator magnets is an infinite circular cylinder with
efficient scheme is to use for B the gradient of (3). The on. sources inside. (Finite-length boundaries would require a
axis gradients fro and their derivatives are computed by use of boundary-integral approach, and are not treated here.
(12) or (13). The vector potential A can also easily be However, _me of the results of this paper should be useful
expressed in terms of the fro and their z derivatives. Enough for evaluating boundary integrals). The case of a dipole-
terms are u_d to ensure the desired accuracy. Points with density source distribution on the surface of a cylinder

coaxial with a boundary of radius b will be treated belowlarger radii require u_ of a different approach. If the source
is a line source (i.e., of no extent in z or p), the elliptic- (this includes surface currents). As in the open-boundary
integral form of Qm.i/2 is used. For distributed ,sources on case, the _urces are first decomposed into a Fourier _ries in
the interval [-I,+/I on a cylinder of radius p, 0/c?x is replaced angle, The Fourier transform in x of the ruth Fourtcr angular
by -_&; this is allowed here by translational symmetry in z, component of the dipole density is next defined to be
The following angular-integral form of (8) is then u_d I61:

_o,,,,(s)_+_ _,,,,(s)_+_,,,,,(s)=

Vm(r,O,z)= laoP Ree,,,0 1 +_ 1_17)
st _ I [Mp,rn(x)[) + M_,rn(x)_ + Mz,m(x)ile_V_dx.

Mp,,,t. 7)'p- p , _ Analytic forms for them transforms are available for rot)st0 -1
cttses of interest. For r<p, the Fourier-integral expression li)r

.... (,i) mcos2ma dot dx , (14) the ruth Fourier series component of the scalar potential is

Vm(r,O,z ) =/d() Roe _°

The x integration is performed first. For current sheets, *yl i) ]

Mp,m(X) is the shape-function part of the stream function., _L[t_P'rn(s)P_- _- imlao,rn(s)-isl_z,m(s)J (18)

and is represented by a piecewi_-continuc)us polynomial. [ Km(st_)] _z
For permanent multipole magnets, Mp,m=.iMo, M_,m=.Mo, Im(Sr)LK,n(sp)- tin(sO) I_(sb) ]e ds,and Mz,m=O. In both cases, the x integrals are of the form

xndx where Im and g,nare m(xtified Bessel functions. F()r r>O, r
_- _ ? __ 22 _ _ ,-''_ I ,

Sn = _ 4(P + r)2 + (z - x) 2 - 4prsm" a (! 5) and p are exchanged in the Bessel.function arguments in(18), Fourier-integral expressions for the field comt_mcnts
are derived from (18) by applying the gradient operator and

n=O,1,2,.... Cloud.form expressions can be found for all of can be evaluated numerically by use of Fiion quadrature.
the Sn, The next step in finding II is to move both the dipole This procedure is not very fast in comparison to other
operator and the gradient operator inside the integral sign for methods di,_ussed here, but it is useful for checking tile
the angular integration and apply them to the Sn, Each faster algorithms, since (I/I) applies not only to cylindrical

component of B becomes a finite sum of angular integrals on boundaries, but also to open boundaries when the term
[0,x/21. In _me cases, these integrals can be expres,_d in containing b is dropped. The on-axis generalized gradient(see (I) and (2)) is easily obtained Irom (18) by using tile
terms of the complete elliptic integrals E,K, and I1, for which _ries expansion for Im and taking the limit according to (2):
fast numerical evaluation algorithms based on the l..anden
transformation are available 181. When this is not possible,
direct Landen numerical quadrature can always be used 191, f,,(z) =

Landen quadrature applies to integrals o1"the form _ 0 I_o. m(sip _ - imla _ ,, (s ) - islaz,,, is)

T= I dot, (16) s" Kn_(sp)-Im(sp) K_('_tO
o ln_(sb) e_'Zds' rig)

The above Fourier-integral expressions are also usclul li)r

where R = (/_' cos 2 a + u; sin 2 or)_ , and F is any analytic finding expressitms for the z integrals of fields anti gradients,

function on 10,,,l'/21. Landen quadrature converges since integration of em over [-"*,+"1 gives a delta functmn in
exponentially in the number of function evaluations, s. The z.integrated scalar potential is found to be



•- e" rr ° no,zero Foroven,o,theJV,,,(r,8,z)dz=-_-_.-Re _p)
-= =' ( coshk_,,,z_/,,,

where theqnm aregiven by the expression

The z.integrated generalized on-axis gradient is I

q,,,,,= i_bzji++=' /Zorn 1(k'tmb)i f ,,,(z)dz=-----

-" 2,. 2., (21) J+-]mo,,.(x)No_.TM_,m(x)- M,,.,(x)

+T{II + (_ 1 lMp,m(x)+i[l-(_b) M¢,m(x)} dx. jm(k.p)el.Xdx.
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